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I want that one field with extension letter will be changed each time I select any value from this drop down list. I am updating values in database using this drop down list. I think when I change the value any field is getting value and just stays there but I want this to be changed as soon as I select any option. Thanks in advance for help. Here is my code. Internal Server Error body{background-
color:#fff;font-family:Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;font-size:14px;color:#4f6686;} .error{color:#f00;font-size:12px;} .errorblock{color:#4f6686;font-size:12px;font-weight:bold;padding:5px;margin-bottom:10px;} .footer{color:#eee;text-align:center;font-size:12px;margin:20px 0;padding:4px 0;} Internal Server Error The server encountered a temporary error Please contact us hello@example.com The

examp team A: If I understand correctly, the drop down list is performing an update that you are trying to get code to trigger, but no code is actually updated as
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Tt 0 the driver is to be provided by your over-stock cart, you will have many items to choose from that.The Internet of Things and its potential to optimize dental healthcare: from the critical to the mundane. The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging and
disruptive technology in the global healthcare industry. It is quickly becoming a reality in all kinds of domains, including health and medicine. While the innovations that IoT brings are useful, some would contend that the potential of this technology to transform
the way that healthcare is delivered is greater than the sum of the parts. For dental medicine in particular, IoT offers the potential to address critical, unmet needs in the patient experience such as increased convenience and efficiency, and to reduce the costs of
care. However, these potential benefits have not been realized in the limited number of practical applications that have emerged thus far, so much of IoT's potential remains untapped.Q: Django: redirect using get_success_url() I'm trying to redirect a user to the

page they came from after calling the following function: def delete_view(request, *args, **kwargs): # delete the entry from the database # etc... return HttpResponseRedirect(reverse( 'myapp:view_detail', kwargs={'pk' : entry.pk}, kwargs={'id' : entry.id},
kwargs={'pk_url' : reverse('myapp:view', args=entry.id, kwargs=None)})) However the page is showing up blank. I'm obviously missing something, but I have no idea what. I'm pretty new to Django, so any help will be much appreciated. Thanks! A: I'm not quite
sure why you're passing in more variables in the call to reverse than were actually provided in the URL regex. You're saying, "Hey, I know I need the first part of the URL, here's some more stuff that I'll probably need, how about I take the rest of that stuff and
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